
Adapted with permission from Gwen Marston, Liberated Quiltmaking II. 

 

Oakville Quilters’ Guild 

Wonky Medallion Block of the Month 2016/2017 

September – Basket Block 

Unfinished size: 12 ½” x 18 ½”  

 

For this block, you will need: 

 Basket fabric – approximately 9 ½” high, 8” wide 

 Background fabric - same height as basket fabric, 13” wide (bottom) 
                                       - 9 ½” high x 12 ½” wide (top) 

 Bias strip for handle ¾” wide, approximately 18” long 

 Green scraps for stems 

 Berry coloured scraps 
 

1. From your basket fabric, cut a basket shape by eye. 
2. Position your basket shape over top of the bottom 

background piece, both pieces right side up, leaving a 
desired amount of space on the left hand side.  Shift your 
basket slightly to the right and cut along the edge of the 
basket, as shown by the dashed line. 

 

3. Repeat for right side of basket and sew both background 
pieces to the basket. 

 

4. Place the top background and your basket section on your 
ironing board to position your basket handle.  Position the 
handle by pulling gently the bias strip while following with 
a hot iron.  This help get rid of puckers and tucks. 

5. Pin handle in place and topstitch down 

 

6. Free-hand cut some vines from the green fabric about ¾” wide and place above your basket.  
Topstitch down. 

7. Cut circles from berry coloured scraps and topstitch down. 
8. Line up your top and bottom sections and sew together.  Trim to 18 ½” high x 12 ½” wide. 

Notes:  

 If you choose to use embroidery stitches that extend beyond your shapes, tear-away interfacing 

underneath these sections will help stop the block from puckering. 

 For “squares” – Make your basket shape symmetrical.  Mark cut points the same distance from the edge 

of your fabric at the top and bottom, with the bottom marks being further from the edge. Cut bottom to 

top from each of these points. 


